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Abstract. Roles have evolved into the de facto standard for access con-
trol in Enterprise Identity Management. However, companies struggle to
develop and maintain a role-based access control state. For the initial
role deployment, role mining is widely used. Due to the high number
and complexity of available role mining algorithms, companies fail to
perceive which is selected best according to their needs. Furthermore,
requirements on the composition of roles such as reduction of adminis-
tration cost are to be taken into account in role development. In order
to give them guidance, in this paper we aggregate existing role mining
approaches and classify them. For consideration of individual prerequi-
sites we extract quality criteria that should be met. Later on, we dis-
cuss interdependencies between the criteria to help role developers avoid
unwanted side-effects and produce RBAC states that are tailored to their
preferences.

Keywords: Role quality · Role mining · RBAC · Identity Management

1 Introduction

Regulating access to resources is an elementary function of every Identity Man-
agement System (IdMS). Not just as a result of governmental regulations or com-
pliance requirements like the Sarbanes-Oxley Act [47], Basel III [2], or the EU
General Data Protection Regulation in its revised form [13], especially medium-
and large-sized companies are forced to control access to sensitive information.
Over the past decades, Role-Based Access Control (RBAC [45]), has become the
de facto standard for managing access to resources in IT systems. In RBAC, roles
act as intermediary between users and permissions, essentially reducing access
control complexity. Despite being widely used, RBAC struggles with the dynamic
evolution of role models over time. Besides the daily user administration, the
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Fig. 1. Research methodology.

central challenge after setting up a role model is its strategic maintenance. Role
system maintenance focuses on updating and cleansing role configurations, dis-
carding unused, and defining new roles. Changing business processes, organi-
zational structures, employee positions, or security policies and newly imposed
regulations force the administrators to quickly react and adapt the access control
structures in place. Commonly, this leads to an increasing number of roles, an
overall reduction of the role model quality and the advent of security vulnera-
bilities due to erroneously assigned roles or outdated role definitions.

In order to mitigate the risk of increasing security vulnerabilities in RBAC,
one cornerstone of ensuring a high role model quality is the periodic assess-
ment of the role model components, such as the user-role assignments (UA),
the role-permission assignments (RA), or role hierarchy structures. Role mining
approaches that support organizations during their initial setup of an RBAC
model have attracted the attention of researchers in the last decade. Over the last
four years, for instance, a variety of research groups have published approaches to
come up with an initial set of roles. However, despite the fact that reports like the
Ponemon Cyber Crime Study 20131 emphasize the importance of implementing
strategic policies and procedures for controlling access control structures, hardly
any attention has been drawn to the challenge of maintaining an existing role
model. Recently, the need for investigating and cleaning role model structures
has been highlighted by [18]. However, the core challenge of measuring the cur-
rent quality of a role model and select criteria for its optimization still remains
unsolved. Due to the development of the area and its importance for access
control it is likely that role mining approaches are re-applied by organizations
periodically in order to ensure role model correctness. Our work builds on both,
the in-depth investigation of the research area as well as our practical experi-
ence from several industry projects within medium- and large sized companies
dealing with the setup and management of a role-based IdMS. Similar to the
work presented in [18], we argue that the practical project requirements cannot
be considered to a sufficient extent by the available role mining approaches. In
particular, we address the following two research questions:

– RQ1: Which quality criteria are employed in existing role mining approaches?
– RQ2: Which dependencies between those quality criteria do exist?

Hence, the contribution of this work is threefold. In order to close the exist-
ing research gap, this paper firstly analyzes the development of role mining,
1 http://www.hpenterprisesecurity.com/ponemon-2013-cost-of-cyber-crime-study-

reports.

http://www.hpenterprisesecurity.com/ponemon-2013-cost-of-cyber-crime-study-reports
http://www.hpenterprisesecurity.com/ponemon-2013-cost-of-cyber-crime-study-reports
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presenting a short survey of the field and underlining the rapid development in
the area. In this respect, it builds on an existing survey of the area published
in the year 2011. During execution, various role mining algorithms rely on some
sort of quality criteria to different extents. As a result, this paper secondly ana-
lyzes and extracts potential criteria for rating the quality of role models included
in current role mining approaches. It points out the differences among the vari-
ous approaches and underlines the need for a structured quality rating process.
Thirdly, this paper focuses on the mutual dependencies between the different
quality criteria. With this contribution, we aim at stimulating the research com-
munity and engage them to enrich existing role mining approaches considering
quality criteria in a structured manner.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: In Sect. 2 we present
the RBAC concept and related work. Section 3 outlines the applied method-
ology before Sect. 4 shows the conducted survey and categorizes role mining
approaches according to their underlying techniques. Subsequently, in Sect. 5
quality criteria are extracted from existing role detection mechanisms. We dis-
cuss their dependencies and show which criteria are mutually exclusive, which
are complementary, and which have no effect on others. Finally, Sect. 6 concludes
the paper and outlines future work.

2 Related Work

In todays medium and large-sized companies, RBAC has become the state-of-
the-art standard for controlling user access to resources. As a result of the large
amount of research output, several surveys of the general area of roles in IT secu-
rity have been presented (e.g. [21,64]). Authors lately agreed upon the growing
importance of role development in general and automated role mining in specific.
Fuchs et al., for instance, provided an evaluation of role development approaches
in [19,20]. Since their publications, the research output in the area has grown
more than double, requiring a survey update in order to give an in-depth under-
standing of recent developments.

During the initial setup of a role model, role mining algorithms inherently
rely on different quality criteria to various extents. Nevertheless, no structured
analysis considering those criteria has been executed so far. It has rather been
shown that popular role mining approaches like [23,43] or [48] do not offer the
guidance required to judge the correctness of role definitions and role models
[18]. In practice, however, it is very likely that companies re-apply role mining
techniques in order to ensure role model correctness after having employed a role
mining approach for the initial role setup. Yet, none of the related work in the
field focuses on quality criteria applied during role system maintenance. In [42],
the authors investigated the usage of selected metrics like the Weighted Struc-
tural Complexity (WSC) for analyzing role system states. [20] described mecha-
nisms for periodically evaluating a role systems quality but do not consider the
scalability of their approach in large real-world scenarios. [18] recently proposed
the integration of a distinct quality rating and role classification phase in their
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Fig. 2. Development of the research area.

role optimization process model. However, they do not present an overview of
available quality criteria and their application. As a result, the core challenge of
measuring the current quality of a role model still remains unsolved.

In the following this paper improves the state of the art by firstly present-
ing a survey of role mining approaches and their considered quality metrics. A
consecutive analysis of the quality criteria and their combined applicability aims
at stimulating future research to integrate them into role mining in a modular
manner. Based on company-specific quality criteria this would allow organiza-
tions to select the best fitting role mining approach in the first place and re-use
it during periodic role model reviews.

3 Methodology

Our methodology to answer the research questions presented in Sect. 1 is
depicted in Fig. 1. At first, we survey the research area and create a catalog
of role mining approaches that serves as the basis for further analyses (step 1).
For this literature survey, we follow the methodology proposed by [32]. We car-
ried out a bibliographic database search including the ACM Digital Library2,
DBLP3, IEEE Digital Library4, and Google Scholar5 using the keyword “role
mining”. To arrive at a complete catalog of role mining approaches, author and
reference search for each publication was applied to identify previously undiscov-
ered research. Finally, papers that do not present role mining techniques were
removed from the catalog (e.g. [42]). Consecutively, we classify recent role min-
ing publications according to the scheme presented by [19]. Additional clusters
were added for role mining approaches that used new techniques. Note, that
approaches that rely on more than one role mining technique were clustered
based on the predominant technique being used. At this stage we completed our
first contribution by extending the existing survey and highlighting the rapid
increase of research within the last three years as well as the further diversifica-
tion of role mining techniques used.
2 http://dl.acm.org/.
3 http://www.dblp.org/search/index.php.
4 http://www.computer.org/.
5 http://scholar.google.com/.

http://dl.acm.org/
http://www.dblp.org/search/index.php
http://www.computer.org/
http://scholar.google.com/
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During step 2 of our methodology we answer RQ1 by investigating the usage
of quality criteria in role mining algorithms. Note that we do not consider qual-
ity criteria known from other fields such as quality management in general as
our work aims at stimulating research regarding role system maintenance in spe-
cific. General quality management indicators or processes can be incorporated
in future research but are not required to rate the initial situation regarding
quality criteria used during role system maintenance in the role mining commu-
nity. Finally, we conduct an in-depth analysis of the identified quality criteria
and their dependencies (step 3). To answer RQ2, our results are presented as an
impact matrix, showing positive, negative, or no mutual influence.

4 Development of Role Mining Research

This section extends a survey on role mining research conducted by [19].
Figure 2 underlines the importance of an updated interpretation of role detec-
tion approaches due to the increase in researchers’ attention during the last
three years. Between 2011 and 2013, 55 papers related to role mining have been
published, representing an increase of 141 percent compared to the number of
publications from 2003–2010 (39).

While role mining in general consists of a pre-processing phase, a role detec-
tion phase, and a post-processing phase [19], the remainder of this survey focuses
on the role detection phase as the core element of every role mining algorithm.
During this phase, suitable roles are created based on an existing set of user-
permission assignments (UPA). The algorithms can be grouped according to
the underlying technique (see Table 1). While the first six techniques have been
previously introduced in [19], we identified three additional techniques (Visual
Role Mining, Boolean Matrix Decomposition, and Attribute-based Role Mining)
being applied to solve the role mining problem for the first time. Additionally
to the 21 algorithms published in [19], 26 out of the 55 approaches from 2011
to 2013 have been categorized, while the rest is related to either pre- or post-
processing phase. Subsequently, each technique and representative publications
are presented:

Subset Enumeration aims to discover roles through creating all possible
intersections of permission sets. Due to the exponential complexity of enumerat-
ing all possible subsets, algorithms such as [58] use heuristics for role candidate
selection. Hence, role mining algorithms based on this technique strive to bal-
ance complexity and quality of results. With 13 available algorithms, this is the
most frequently used technique in role mining.

Clustering is a role mining approach that is directly derived from data
mining [17]. Using a UPA-matrix as input, this technique searches for clusters
with similar permissions. However, clustering approaches struggle with limita-
tions such as requiring users or permissions to be only part of one single cluster
[17]. To solve these challenges, several clustering variants exist. Examples include
iterative application of the technique or reduction of the input [28,34].

Graph Optimization uses bipartite graphs to represent the UPA [8]. As
roles represent an intermediary between the two disjoint vertices of users and
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Table 1. Overview of role mining techniques.

Technique Description

Subset enumeration Calculates all possible intersections of
permissions in the initial UPA

Clustering Creates clusters with similar permissions that
indicate role candidates

Graph optimization Convert an initial bipartite graph into a tripartite
graph whereby middle vertices indicate role
candidates

Frequent permission set mining Discovers permissions that frequently occur
together in access control data

Formal concept analysis Discovery of a hierarchical structure for
representing the UPA-matrix through
mathematical concepts

Heuristic matrix selection Iteration through the rows of a UPA-matrix and
selecting rows as roles based on heuristics

Visual role detection Sorting and visualizing the UPA-matrix for
detecting roles visually

Boolean matrix decomposition Decomposition of the UPA-matrix into two
consistent sub-matrices

Attribute-based role mining Leveraging attributes to construct roles

permissions, those approaches aim at converting the bipartite into a tripartite
graph or a representation with sub-graphs. Roles are then represented by the
middle vertex [8] or each necessary sub-graph [40].

Frequent Permission Set Mining has its roots in marketing analysis and
algorithms of generic frequent set mining [1]. Initially used for the study of
consumers’ purchase behavior, it is applied by role mining algorithms in order
to discover permissions that frequently occur together. The presumption is that
permission sets that appear together can be interpresed as role candidates.

Formal Concept Analysis is a data mining technique similar to clustering,
overcoming the limitation of only assigning entities to one group [42]. Related
algorithms build a concept lattice from the UPA-matrix and reduce duplicate
information. A concept lattice is a construct similar to a graph and represents
roles and their connection in a partially ordered collection of clusters which again
consist of permissions and users.

Heuristic Matrix Selection is similar to Subset Enumeration without the
initial role set being based on intersections of permissions. Instead, it iterates
through rows (or columns) and picks role candidates successively according to
the highest number of given assignments (e.g. permissions assigned to a user).
Initially, each row/column is treated as a role. Subsequently, a cross-check for
duplicate roles is conducted [3].
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Visual Role Mining is a fairly new technique initially proposed in [10]. It
reorders rows and columns of the input UPA-matrix in order to create clusters of
adjoined permissions. Displayed to an administrator, the underlying assumption
is that humans’ cognitive capabilities and context knowledge are better suited
to discover proper roles compared to purely algorithm-based approaches.

Boolean Matrix Decomposition is an approach that directly addresses
the Role Mining Problem (RMP) introduced by [51]. This formal definition of
role mining and targets at decomposing the boolean UPA-matrix into two sep-
arate matrices, a UA-matrix and a PA-matrix. By dividing the initial UPA-
matrix into two consistent sub-matrices, the columns of the UA-matrix and the
rows of the PA-matrix build up the set of roles.

Attribute-based Role Mining such as [16] are trying to incorporate busi-
ness information through attributes into role mining. They rely on the assump-
tion that additional semantic data is available and can be taken into account.
Attribute-based approaches combine other techniques and enrich them with
attribute-based mechanisms to arrive at an improved role set.

5 Quality-Related Criteria

5.1 Criteria

After their classification we examined role mining algorithms regarding their
decision making processes of including certain role candidates in their final out-
put. We argue that this central decision making provides well-suited indicators
for quality management in RBAC. This assumption is based on the claims of
several publications (e.g. [56,63]) of outperforming competitive approaches in
terms of the quality of generated roles.

A total of 23 different quality criteria can be identified. They either focus on
the quality of the overall RBAC state, the quality of single roles, or both. At first
we focus on RBAC state quality criteria. Secondly, we examine criteria that deal
with the quality of an individual role (cf. Table 2). Note that for some criteria
(e.g. Exclude Unused Permissions) additional input information is required. In
the following, we present a detailed interpretation of the quality criteria and
group them according to their focus.

Achieve Completeness. Completeness refers to the exact representation of the
original access control state, i.e. the goal is to cover the initial UPA-matrix with
the resulting set of roles. In contrast to most approaches (e.g. [3,53,60]), some
techniques allow to deviate to a certain extent from the initial UPA-matrix
based on a given threshold (the so called δ − RMP [51]) [5,35]. Completeness
therefore measures the quality of a RBAC state by measuring the degree to
which a resulting role set represents the initial access control situation.

Reduce Number of Roles. Initially formulated in the RMP, the goal of having
as few roles as possible is based on the assumption that complexity of RBAC
is directly connected to the number of roles maintained. Thus, the number of
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roles in a given RBAC state is a quality criteria usable to rate the estimated
administrative efforts to manage the role model. Depending on the size of a
company in terms of its employees, user accounts, permissions and UPA, this
measure can be normalized in order to allow for a comparison of role models in
different organizations.

Decrease Role Set Similarity. Quality criteria related to Role Set Similarity mea-
sure the distance between two given sets of roles. They are mainly used for the
measurement of the dissimilarity of RBAC states (e.g. in [62]) or the difference
between a current RBAC state and a targeted state. In [29], for instance, the per-
mission similarity is measured using the Euclidean Distance. Furthermore, the
Jaccard Similarity is a popular metric used in a variety of approaches [5,40,57].

Minimize Users/Permissions per Role & Minimize/Maximize Roles per
User/Permission. Quality criteria assigned to this category target at two main
objectives. First, the definition of an upper bound per role limiting the amount
of users assigned to one role. Second, the objective of finding as few as possible
permissions that are placed in a role. This can, for instance, be applied in case an
organization aims at defining a larger number of small roles for employees that
exactly fit their specialist tasks. On the contrary, maximizing the number of users
or permissions per role can be beneficial other scenarios, e.g. when organizations
aim at defining a small set of large roles. Moreover, Minimizing/Maximizing the
roles per element (user or permission) is applied in seven existing role mining
approaches (e.g. see [34,39]). This can be useful in case the overall role model
complexity in terms of relationships among the role model elements should be
minimized.

Fullfill Role Constraints. Role Constraints impose restrictions on the definition
of roles. For instance, [38] consider Segregation of Duty (SOD) policies that entail
mutually exclusive permissions in the RBAC state. Other policies, such as the
four-eye-principle, that affect the user assignments of a role are also conceivable.

Reduce WSC. In contrast to most other quality criteria the so called Weighted
Structural Complexity (WSC) is a widely-used heuristic to rate the complexity
of a RBAC model. Originally introduced by [42], it applies weights to different
optimization objectives. It can be seen as one of the most advanced measures
that solely relies on the components of an RBAC state. It is usable for both,
individual roles and role sets, and thus allows for a good comparability of RBAC
states. As a result of its popularity, several existing role mining approaches are
able to consider the WSC.

Optimize Matrix Sorting. Matrix sorting aims at covering an initial access con-
trol state by sorting the input UPA-matrix based on user accounts with similar
permissions and permissions that are assigned a similar set of user accounts. [10]
introduced the ADVISER and EXTRACT algorithms that generate a matrix
representation of the initial UPA-matrix that clusters permissions and user
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accounts together. As a result, large areas covering initial UPA can be visu-
ally detected by a human role engineer.

Similarities & Redundancy. Well-known similarity metrics can be applied to
the various elements of a RBAC state in order to measure its quality. [48] gives
an overview of possible applications of the Jaccard Similarity in the context of
role management. He discusses three similarity metrics that can be applied on
the assignment types of a role (user, permission and role hierarchy). They can
further be used to compute the similarity of two role sets (cf. Decrease Role
Set Similarity). Besides examining the similarity of assignment types of a role,
similarity metrics are applied to attributes of role components. They can, for
instance, be used to create a role set based on the location attribute of all user
accounts. Distance measures are applied to identify redundant roles [5].

Increase Role Coverage. The Role Coverage is formally defined in [61] as the
fraction of role-covered UPA by the initial UPA. Companies aim at achieving
a high role coverage in order to foster the benefits of RBAC compared to other
access control models. The implication of reducing administrative costs through
RBAC is represented through this criterion.

Attribute-related Criteria. Attribute-related criteria evaluate the quality of a
role based on its attributes or attributes of its components. Permission usage
derived from access logs, for example, can be used to display the actual usage
of privileges by employees. It offer insights into unused PA that can potentially
be removed during the next refinement of a role [44]. Furthermore, restrictions
on the composition of a role, e.g. by allowing only certain attributes of users in
a role are possible [56].

5.2 Discussion

This work is motivated by the gap between the recent uprising of role mining and
the practical need for periodic quality assessment of the resulting role models.
The presented survey underlined the significant growth (141 %) of published
papers in the recent past. We have shown that every role mining approach relies
on one or more quality criteria, mostly implicitly without providing a structured
integration of quality management. In the following we present a short discussion
of our quality-related findings from Fig. 2.

Firstly, it can be seen that the main quality criterion in role mining is to arrive
at an exact representation of existing access control states. This criterion is – to
a varying extent – considered by all available approaches, except for [29] which
derive the roles solely from access history logs. Secondly, Fig. 2 shows that a large
number of approaches focus on generating as few roles as possible (Reduce
Number of Roles). Interestingly, as the WSC is a potential criterion which
is able to represent this and other measures (by modifying its weight factors),
recent approaches try to use this metric as a heuristic for producing high quality
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Table 2. Quality Criteria (QC) in existing approaches.
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roles [12,58,59]. This can be interpreted as an indicator that research is already
trying to integrate sophisticated measures – such as the WSC – into role mining.

Other interesting results are, that criteria with practical relevance up to now
are only considered by few existing approaches (see Fig. 2). Timestamps as an
attribute of permissions are, for instance, only considered by one approach [41].
However, their integration into role mining seems promising as they heavily
can influence role design. Sets of permissions activated together within a certain
period of time can e.g. represent good candidate permissions for a role. We argue
that the low availability of timestamp information might be the main reason for
its low acceptance in the community.

We furthermore noted that several quality criteria well-known in practice
have not yet been included in any role mining approach at all. This includes
criteria like the

– Maximum allowed number of roles in a role model
– Role usage
– Hierarchy restrictions

It seems straightforward to integrate a maximum threshold of roles to be
found through automatic role discovery in order to ensure the maintainability of
the whole role set. Intuitively, result sets can always be limited by just taking the
desired number of roles after sorting them according to a predefined criterion.
However, we argue that a dedicated parametrization of a role mining approach
needs to be possible so that it considers this upper bound during the process of
role generation. Furthermore, the usage of UA over a certain period of time (i.e.
the activation of roles) can hint at outdated role definitions. Several approaches
are able to take existing roles into consideration (e.g. [42]) but do not integrate
usage data. Moreover, restrictions on the hierarchy of a RBAC state can rep-
resent one way to reduce complexity and increase the quality of either a single
role or the whole RBAC state. In practice, deployed RBAC states feature unlim-
ited depth, sometimes even resulting in hierarchy loops. Limiting the maximum
allowed number of parent or child roles of a role or the maximal hierarchy depth
can ease administrative staff’s understanding of the overall role model. Note that
[15] already considers RBAC hierarchies. However, they only introduce an overall
hierarchy depth of two and indicate the possibility to extend their probabilistic
approach with more layers. Several post-processing approaches already outline
the need for an inspection of the role hierarchy (e.g. [24,48]). However, they only
focus on removing duplicate hierarchy depiction and finding the minimal set of
hierarchical assignments, not on cardinality restrictions.

5.3 Relationships Between Quality Criteria

After having presented the set of quality criteria currently used in role mining,
in this section we analyze the relationships between different quality criteria in
order to answer RQ2. By showing how the various quality categories affect each
other (see Fig. 3), we point at potential combinations that can be applied during
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strategic role model maintenance. Knowledge about quality criteria and their
mutual influence can support companies during the selection of the best fitting
approach in a given scenario. It is of major importance to consider strategic role
maintenance efforts before designing the initial role model. A company might
select a certain role mining approach (that even may require a higher initial role
definition effort) as its future maintenance is expected to be significantly lower
in the long run. Up to now, such a qualified role mining selection is not possible.

Figure 3 illustrates mutual dependencies between quality criteria. A positive
influence implies that fulfilling one criteria impacts another criteria in a way that
it can be easier or more efficiently achieved (and vice versa). Negative influence
means that focusing on one criteria impairs the fulfillment of the other criteria. A
white background is used, if no definite statement can be made. For our analysis,
we focus on direct implications between two criteria and evaluate those effects
if possible. While we are aware of potential differences in the impact intensity,
the goal of our research is not to examine the degree of influences. It rather
is to provide a first overview of dependencies and stimulate further research in
the area. We argue that without the knowledge of the currently applied quality
criteria, a structured integration – above all considering criteria combinations –
into role mining approaches is hardly possible.

The matrix presented in Fig. 3 reveals that in order to Achieve Complete-
ness, negative impacts on all other except attribute-based criteria are the con-
sequence. Intuitively, an algorithm that aims at covering the input UPA matrix
with roles leaves few possibilities to optimize other criteria such as maximizing
the number of users per role. A complete coverage of an input UPA state leads
to an increased role count and a decreased number of users per role.

Similarly, Reduce the Number of Roles negatively impacts an optimiza-
tion towards most other quality criteria. Exceptions are the maximization of
users and permissions per role as reducing the number of roles inherently entails
an increase of users and permissions per role. Likewise, a small number of roles
has a positive influence (e.g. on the WSC) since the number of roles is given less
weight.

Given the goal to Decrease Role Set Similarity has several side-effects on
the fulfillment of other criteria. As users and permissions two role sets have in
common are used to measure similarity, minimizing the number of roles per user
leads to more distinct roles. In general, a decreasing Role Set Similarity posi-
tively impacts the decrease of other similarity-related criteria as its calculation is
commonly based on the similarity of role components. Among negative impacts
is its influence on the reduction of the total role number and the completeness
to be achieved. Both originate from the fact that regulations on the similarity of
roles lead to an increased need of new role definitions for representing the access
control.

Techniques that Minimize Users per Role positively impact the overall
WSC. A decrease of UA, e.g., leads to a lower general WSC. On the contrary,
negative dependencies exist between minimizing the number of users per role
and minimizing the number of roles per user. Intuitively, fewer users per role
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Fig. 3. Dependencies between quality criteria.

require the assignment of more roles to a single user in order to arrive at the
same number of privileges.

The goal of maximizing the number of users per role (Maximize Users per
Role) impairs fulfilling other criteria also related to role configuration and role
size. A positive impact on finding a minimum role set and role coverage can be
inferred as maximizing the number of users per role leads to fewer and larger
roles that cover a significant portion of the UPA-matrix.

Techniques that Minimize Roles per User positively influence the overall
WSC in case URA are considered in the WSC calculation. Likewise, minimizing
the number of roles requires more users to be assigned to a role. Yet, considering
this criterion leads to negative effects on role coverage and role constraints.
Fewer roles promote the use of direct UPA and lead to a lower role coverage.
Role constraints are negatively impacted as role design becomes more difficult if
only a few roles per user are allowed.

The goal of minimizing the number of roles per permission (Minimize Roles
per Permission) affects other criteria in the same way. It leads to a reduced
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number of role-permission assignments which has a positive impact on the overall
WSC. Negative impacts can be expected for role constraints due to increased
role definition complexity and for role coverage due to a larger number of direct
UPA.

Dependencies for Minimize Permissions per Role and Maximize Per-
missions per Role are similar to the respective minimization and maximization
criteria for users per role.

Role mining techniques that aim to Fulfill Role Constraints in general
struggle with optimizing most other criteria except for a decreased Role Set
Similarity. The positive impact in this case stems from the fact that role defini-
tion constraints are often referring to SoD policies which in return are likely to
produce a disjunctive – and thus dissimilar – set of roles.

Trying to Reduce WSC positively affects several other criteria, in particu-
lar those that aim at decreasing the number of role component assignments. A
negative impact can be observed when using this criterion in combination with
either the achievement of completeness or role constraints. Regarding complete-
ness an increased number of roles to cover the input UPA negatively influences
the WSC. Furthermore, as the percentage of UPA covered by roles has a sig-
nificant impact on lowering the WSC, using role constraints in general increases
the WSC.

As Optimize Matrix Sorting aims at creating clusters of similar users and
roles, it is likely to have a positive impact on other similarity-related criteria.
When sorted next to each other in a visualized UPA-matrix, a human role
engineer is supported during tasks like merging or separating roles according to
their similarity. Using visualization filters can allow the role engineer to display
information according to similarity (e.g. similar job positions of employees) and
model roles accordingly.

Decrease Role Permission Similarity-related techniques that focus on
creating roles with distinct permissions inherently have a positive impact on
reducing role redundancy as they decrease the number of overlapping roles. Simi-
larly, they positively impact attribute similarity as they generate attribute-based
roles. Commonly different attribute values (e.g. location or function of employ-
ees) lead to roles that are likely to bundle distinct sets of permissions.

As mentioned before, the goal to Decrease Role Redundancy positively
affects all similarity-related criteria. Intuitively, minimizing redundancy has a
negative impact on criteria such as completeness and finding the minimal number
of roles. Completeness typically generates a large number of roles with redundant
permissions in order to cover an initial UPA-matrix to a certain extent. Likewise,
trying to reduce the overall number of roles inherently leads to larger roles with
overlapping permissions.

Increase Role Coverage negatively affects the accomplishment of most
other quality criteria. Exceptions include the maximization of users and permis-
sions per role which are direct consequences of trying to maximize role coverage.
Additionally, the fact that all UPA are covered by roles positively impacts the
WSC as the usage of direct UPA increasing complexity is minimized.
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Techniques aiming at the Decrease of Permission Attribute Similarity
argue that permissions with similar attributes may be redundant and thus should
not be included into one role. This implies a positive impact on Role Permission
Similarity as roles are more likely to have distinct permissions. Consequently,
the positive impact on Role Set Similarity stems from the fact that Role Set
Similarity is often measured on the basis of the similarity of the permissions of
a specific role [29,63].

The remaining Attribute-related Criteria, namely Exclude Unused
Permissions, Consider Timestamp, Consider Role Attributes, Con-
sider User Attributes, and Group by Attributes share that they impose
restrictions on the definition of the role catalog and thus have a negative impact
on the fulfillment of most other criteria. For example, practical projects with
partners show that over a certain period of time not activated permissions by
the users of a role should not be included. However, the affected UPA still exist
and therefore will be taken into account by role mining. An a priori cleansing
of the input data through a structured role optimization process [18] can aid
in avoiding such problems, but has not directly been placed into role detection
mechanisms.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

Role-based Access Control as the de facto standard for managing access privi-
leges in organizations struggles with the dynamic evolution of role models over
time. As a result the quality of RBAC states initially modeled using role mining
techniques decreases over time. In order to address this challenge, role mining
mechanisms applied during role system maintenance need to be extended in
order to integrate a dedicated quality management stage for rating and improv-
ing a role system state on the basis of company-specific quality criteria. In this
paper we presented three contributions in that respect. We firstly provided a
survey giving an overview of current role mining approaches. The significant
increase of research activity and the growing number of applied techniques for
generating roles during the last three years underlines the relevance and diversi-
fication of the area. By extracting criteria that are dedicated to improving role
quality from currently available role mining approaches we were able to answer
RQ1 in Sect. 4. In Sect. 5.3 we then analyzed the identified quality criteria and
their mutual dependencies in order to answer RQ2. We have shown on which
quality criteria current role mining approaches rely and revealed a number of
practically relevant but yet untreated criteria in research. The results highlight
the need for a structured integration of quality mechanisms into role mining in
order to allow for an improved selection of role mining approaches in a given
scenario based on company-specific quality criteria. Up to now, our findings are
restricted to the field of role mining exclusively. Expanding the scope towards
areas like Quality Management or Data Mining in general could yield additional
criteria. In future work we are thus going to investigate the promising concept
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of integrating Quality Management Frameworks such as the EFQM Excellence
Model6.
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